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Two installments of "Young Adult Literature" are
presented in this compilation. "Young Adult Litdraturei" which offers
eviews'of young adult books, is a regular feature of the National
Council of Teachers of English pdblication, "Notes Plus." The .

.

articlessincluded is this compilation give favorable reviews to two
novels and two autobiographies. The books are: (1) "A Formal Feeling"
by Zibby Oneal; (2) "IOU's" by Ouida Sebestyen; (3)."Chapters: My .

Growth as a Writer" by Lois Duncan; and (4) "Me Me Me Me. Not a
Novel" by M.E. Kerr. (DC) \\7
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YOUNG ADULT, LITERATURE

This past year has been a gitod one foryoung adult_ literature. A.
number of the better wnters in the field have published mew
books that ltve1up to the best work they havedone in-the past.
Two of these are discussed belowthe fitst by the author of The
Language of Goldfish, thesecond by the author of Words by
Heart and' Far from Home. :'
A Formal Feeling by Tabby Oneal (Viking, 1982)

, 2

Summary .

This is the story of a young womatfasnef for her dead muther4.1
her bewilderment over the wo1an he her has uhusen fur hid
second vide, and her discovery of the true chardier of her
mother. When the book opens, Anne Cameron is returning home
from boarding school for the Christmas holiday. A year ago her
mother died unexpectedly, add Anne has not fully recovered
from her sense of loss. Her mother had played i'maitir part in
her life, as a friend and companion, but most of all as an ideal
toward which Anne strove. Anne's father has remarried. His nt*
Wife. poly, a secretary at the university where he is a professor.
is warm and gentle but unsophisticated. She is the opposite of
Anne's mother in every way, and Anne cannot understand her
father sichoice: On this, her first visit home since her mother's

, death, Anne finds thatshe is strangely without emotion, the
"formal feeling" of the title. This expression, one that serves to
descnbe well the subtle state that Onset portrays in this novel, is
taken from a poem by,Emily Dickinson thaubegins, "After.great
pain, a formal feeling comes."

As the family prepares for Christmas and Anne shops for
resents, she begins to repxatline the image of her mother that
she carries and to sense that her mother's perfection can be
interpreted in several ways. She recalls that her mother, often
loving and caring, also demanded admiration, set impossibly high'
standards" for Anne, and waS intolerant of 'weaknesein others.
She remembers that her mother once leftithe family for several
years and'was somenmeskold, ambitious, and selfish. With this
insightreally a rtmemberint of what she had known but

,suppressedthe -fotmal feeling" breaks, and Anne rediscovers
her father's lbve.

'Evaluatioh

A.lormal Feeling is a sensitive book, genuine and natural 'in
style, convincing in what it tells us about people. tris,tiAat might ,

be called a feminine novel. Not a book wntten for women
though high school boys will probably not read it7-A Forni41.1
Feeling is about feminine feelings and attitudes and is written in I

style that conveys a feminine tone. This quality is, in fact, One -"E'
of,its strengths.

Like most books that denier on a .teenage character unlikely
to have the nchness of expenence that older characters have, A
Formal Feeling lacks vanety. Crnlyr Anne is a rountcharacter,.
but the genuineness of her feelings and the puzzle that focuses on
hp-pother carry along the reader. It is to Oneal's credit that she

4 reveals the si3lEtion to this puzzle with subtlety. She emphasizes ,
not the fact that Anne's mother turns out to have been coal
than Anne's memory of her bat thit Anne did, in fact, always
know that her mother's perfection was an artificial matter created
by "formal feeling. ".Because of this subtlety,, the'final cisapters ,
require Careful attention if Anne's rediscovery is to be rstood

In the last fe,,v years, many publishers have begun to bring out
series of romances for young girls. These books have come under
severe _criticism because of the stereotypes of girls; and wontati
they contain. Without entering into that controversy, let me

.suggek that 'A Formal Feeling, although in no 'sense a "girls:
romaiiri," may be the perfect book to persuade a student who
penis to want to read nothing burommances that a novel can
provide insight into human emotions while satisfying a midges
need rot a book that is deeply moving.

.

`NOT PIVS4.7 n14111-80peilibir 1983
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101116by Outdo Sebestyen amde,sernf

Summary

i.

.
Annie Garrett, left by her huiband and without alimony, hasA,,,,
struggled to care for her child, Stowe. A nonconformist who_
drives a battered'old pickup named "Horseless," she has raised a
son who is a delight to know. hit entering adolescence, Stowe\
maintains a boyish life with a friend, Brownie, but is both
attracted to and offended by the giitherpss the street, a girl who
used to be "one of the boys" but is now a bit ahead orthem.

Stowe's mother, we learn, has, received news that per father,
from whom she has been estranged since her 'iltarriage, has
suffered a heart attack. Terribly upset-by she news, 4nnic, would
like to visit him. Stowe pannot,understand why b4 Mother does, ,
not hate her father as he hates his, and this lack or anderstandint
forms one of the major themes of the book. '

'Stowe receives a telephone call from4htincle who tells Iiim
that his gra father has asked for hint not for Stostte and his
mother for Stowe. The boy conceals the call from his mother-

rbecause he doesn't want to hurt her but also because he.doesnl,
want to complicate their Lives. As the story unfoldsevery evenN,.
seems to be related to tht summons from Stowe's grandfather.
Finally: Annie decides to risk a visit to her father. Stowe nearly
refuses to go, but he has determined not to him hit mother as
have the other two men in her life. They arrive too late, and

.Stifiwe realizes with horror that by not telling his mother of the
phone call he has kept her from seeing her father before his
death, Anniellisagrees. "It wasn't you. I could have called. I
could have, skid questions, add pawned things. and Some. But i
was waiting to be asked for." The novel ends as Annie and Stowe
set out for home. In the car, Stowe reveals that be is thinking
about trying io find his father so that the years of separation
between them will not end as they have ,with Annie and her
father.

Evaluation

ThroUgh dialogue and action and Stowe's thoughts and feelings,
'Sebestyen makes vivid two people whose love and regard for
each other are memorable. Soilves desite not to hurt Annie as
other men have done and his itnliivalent feelings about his -
grandfather's summons form the principal conflict of the novel.
,Despite its seeming simplicity, the story is rich in relationships
and conflicting feelings which Sebestyen illurhinates with percep-
tion and gentleness. There is little plot, but Stowe's inner conflict
and the odd, often amusing details of his- liktith Annie serve
well as a substitute. And the characters, even minor ones liire, .

Tyler and Yong the children Annie cares for during the day, area
a delight.

/0E/efves attention,to human relationships, and this theme
makes it ideal for discussion by students Although Stowe is
barely into middle school, the novel will tempt older readers to
examine the meaning of their own relationships to parents and
friends. Like Katherine Paterson's Thr Bridge to Terabithia, this
novel refutes the belief that teenagers read only about characteri
their own age or older, By asking us to ,understated Stowe, the
book forces us io question the value of pride and reveals the

Aerial), of alienation. So simple in style that nearly any student
' will be able to read it, the book's charm will win over most
readersi Subtle arid personal, it is a 'book like M. E. Kerr's'
Gentlehands, one* the few recent young adult novels that work
for general class reading and discussion.

4

I.obert C. Small, Jr., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, Blaelshurg, Virginia

. .
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YOUNG ADULT LITERATURE'""

Noielisits Turn a.to.Atitobiography

a

Alf of us agree thit nonfiction is U ratule:, biographies and.
:.;autobiographies, short essay?, hum its also, travel liters-

ture, even history when 't is wri with the an of a Winsihn
Churchill, and bodies like Tilci. that' are difficult to cate-
gorize. But the way wet teach such' works is usually more.
!MAO than the treatment we give to.fistion. We ask studepts
What an author of an essay is saying and, if they understand it
whether or not.they agree..There the discussion usually end
BlographieS and autobiographies present eves greaser proble

. What are the standard for judging biographical writing? Ho
does one make a ibiography of Keats interestino a class

. tenth-graders? How does (she judge the story ola life When 'is
told by: -the person who lived . it? Alto. urifortanately, few
hiographles and autobiographies look very much to theuenage
years'.:of theil!subjects. After all, the reallriiimoys Occurred
Tater. .

Recta*, tsVo of the best and most popular novelists for
young adults,have written autoniogeophies centered on their
teenage years. Both books fit. nicely into the liteinture and the
composition dimensions of tfish. One is by Lois Duncan
and the other by M. E. Kerr. v

:ra

Chapters: My Growth as a Writer by Lois-Duncan. (Little,
itrotni, 1982) t

bus Duncan has never wntien rou'ine joW adult novels.
luihng Mr. Grtion, for example, describes the death of a
teachetc.4sed by a group of students. Daughters of Eve is
vicious and unpleasant but effective novel about girls who
revenge themselves on 'the world of'the school, their homes,
their boyfriends. In Chapters, she describes her development as
a writer from her first childish story to her first published Robert C. Small, Jr, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
novel, She combines details from her childhood, her teenage and State University, Blacksburg. Virginia

years.ter marriageand divorce, with the writing she did dufing
those years:. Stories that she wrote:at twelve and sixteen and -

twenty.-two are included' as are poems from those years, Sur.'
rounding them are remembrances of her relationship with htr
mother, her college years, thilioys she dated,The juxtarsi
lion is fascinating.

Students who haveread her novels will, of course want to
read Chakters: But other students, especially 'those who rarely,
read fiction, will be able to see at once thasehis book is worth
coloring: They will be able to laugh at the flaws in her early .
poems and perhaps wonder about a poem that they might
write about a similar experieircer The stories will touch them,
circa as Duncan herself looks.crititally at her early work dud

.
Sees its failures.

.

Me Me Me Me: Not a Novel by M. E. Kw (Huper A stop,
.1983) . 4 't-.. ,

Kerr, 'author of the splendid Gentlehamis and The Son of .
Someone Fantods, has written the story of her life from ten
until the publicatioif of her first story in 1515r. She begins the
book by observing that many of

ohegreadets

have asked whether
of not she gets her ideas-from tier wn life. This book is

. ,
her answer. , a.. .

t

Me is a more complete autobiography than is Chapters. It
'depicts Kerr's adolescence i0 a series of well-developed, fic-,
tionalized scenes. The style. is bratty, and she finds hunso,

....Iy.errin the more etnbarrassiqg events. In order So-step aside
occasionally to'comment on her life, Kerr has set a number of
fhorksections in a type diffetent 'from that of the rest of the
bodt. In these sections, she, discusses people and events in her

"lie that she later used iniiher young adult novels. Par anyone"lie
with her novels, these discussions are intriguing,

Because the style is light and the book quick moving,
dents will have no problems reading it, although they may
need help with some of the references to the Second World
War. Many of the 'scenes and characters in Me are:ones that
Gran serve as writing models for students, models that demon-
strate how much can be made of relatively simple events within
the 'reach of most student writers. Kerr,helps students
where writers get their ideas and to realize. that nearly
can of their lives Can inspire a story. Me should hdlg to
eliminate the "But I don't have.arishing to write about" whine
that we hearso often.

These two autobiographies need to become a part of litera-
ture and composition programs. For students from the sixth
through the tenth or eleventh grades: each book, has dutch to
offer 'as literatureand as a guide to the nature of 'Writing.
tied in 'axiom:ton with novels by Duncan and Ken, Chapters
and Me make for an exciting unit on writing and writers.

I cah think of no book that Could conteibute more $o a
creative writing class, but any English clasi could locylat it to
see bow ariter develops, whether qr not members of theelass
think of themselves as prospective writers. Students can be
urged to write poems and *tries on t ubjects, similar to 1,

Duals's, subjecAthat any student will unerstandlovelof I -

parents, Jealous of 'Sisters; love for other boys or iris, the
fbilwe of loyet Although Oufican was obviously a talented.
teenage writer, she often wrote less than sPlendify and admits
her failures- Middle school 'and high, cheol students can reeog-
nize their own successes and failures in her writing,'' First, I
would' ask students to read killing Mr. Grin. then Chapters,
and finally' Daughter/1e Eve. With that preparation, I feel
sure that even the most inhibited students in my class would
discover material fort Wonderful (if . not technicidly perfect)
poems and stones. I. Is

r
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